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Dear Ms Verdegem 

Land North and West of Wavendon Business Park Ortensia Drive Wa</endon Gate Milton 
Keynes. Reserved matters application for internal access, appearance, landscaping, layout, 
and scale for Phase One {west side) comprising 79 residential unit. 
19/01357/REM ("the Application") 

Reference no 

I have been asked by The Stables to write to you in relation lo the Application. 

On 11 April 20 19, the LPA grantea approval for reserved matters for the entirety of the proposed 
scheme under reference no. 18/1304/REM ("the First RM Approval"). The process fot that 
submission lasted eleven months and involved detailed consideration of both the submitted details 
and tne importance of protecting the ongoing operation of The Stables. 

My client is understandably concerned, therefore, thai just two months after approval was given for 
that scheme, the developer has submitted a revised reserved matters submission for /9 of the 
(already permitted) 134 units. 

The Planning Statement accompanying the latest submission deals with the site's planning history in 
three paragraphs and devotes one sentence to the First RM Approval The Statement does not set 
out any reasons why the new submission has been made, given that full consent already exists for all 
the proposed nomes. What is clear is that no reference has oeen made in the Application to the 
existence of The Stables the need to ensure its ongoing operation and the need for a pre-
commencemer.t planning condition to be imposed requiring a deed of easement of noise to be 
completed prior to any development taking place on the site. 

The applicant nas separately submitted applications for the discharge of several conditions under both 
the outline permission and the First RM Approval. Again, none of these submissions seek to add,ess 
the need for a deed of easement of noise prior to the commencement of the Development. 

Furthermore, notwithstanding the existence of this pre-ccmmencement condition, tne applicant has 
commenced works on the site, including the erection of fencing for newts. These works have been 
carried out pursuant to the First RM Approval, following an application to discharge pre-
commencement condition 24 (the newt condition) which was approved by the LPA on 9 May 2019. 

The LPA's view is that these works are not commencement of die development, despite confirming in 
an email to my client that the works are "required by the pre-cornmencement condition". The Stables 
respectfully disagrees, as the works have cles.rly been carried out to commence the development. As 
such, the LPA should be taking enforcement action as the works have been carried out in breach of 
the deed of easement pre-commencement condition. 
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The reason why ihis background matters is thai it demonstrates a ciear unwillingness for the applicant 
to compleie the deed of easement of noise, despite it being a lawfully-imposed and valid planning pre-
commencement condition. This is perhaps noi as surprising as it may first appear. 

At ihe Commiitee Meeting on 4 April 20 19, the developer's agent was asked a direct question by one 
of the Members - would tne developer sign a deed of easement if the Council asked it to do so? The 
developer's agent answered that it wouldn't. In tne absence of any information to the contrary, the 
only realistic conclusion that The Stables, the l.PA and Members can draw from this latest RM 
submission is that the developer still intends not to complete the deed of easement. 

The question for the LPA and Members, therefore, is whether the applicant's position is suopori,abie. 
In answer to that question, it is important to re-reaa condition 14. It states as follows (emphasis 
added) 

"(14) Deed cf Easement 

No developrrent shall ccmmertce until a Deed of Easament in respect of noise has been submitted to, 
and approved in writing by, the Local Planning Authority. The Deed of Easement shall relate to the 
entire development in perpetuity. 

Reason: To safeguard the continued operation of The Stablec in accordance with paragraph 182 of 
the National Planning Policy Framework and to protect ihe residential amenity of future residents from 
operational noise at The Staoles in accordance with policy D5 of Plan:MK (2019)." 

In planning teims, the LPA decided in April 2019 to impose a condition in order to safeguard The 
Stables from the entire development. The LPA concluded after much debate that the condition was 
necessary in planning terms to protect The Stables and that it fairly and reasonably related to the 
proposed development The wording of both the condition and the reason for its imposition is clear. 

Ab a matter of law, if it was necessary for that condition to be imposed in April 2019, there is no 
rational basis upon which the LPA can justify changing its position and allowing the western units to 
be developed without a deed of easement in place. If the western uniis were not a risk to The 
Stables, the LPA would not have imposed a condition on the entirety of the development However, 
that is not what happened: the condition was imposed on the entirety of the development. The 
condition could not be plainer or clesirer in its term and land use objectives. 

Members were coirect to identify the risk to The Stables and the need to ensure the whole 
development waz conditioned. As explained below. The Stables operates numerous events within its 
grounds, many of which include loud music. The Stables' acoustic consultant has modelled the likely 
noise impact from these external events on the development site. The results of this modelling are 
unsurprising and confirm that the music noise levels predicted at the receptor location (ie the homes 
proposed by the Application) would be significantly higher than the prevailing backgrounc and residual 
noise levels and would be clearly audible both inside and outside trie prooosed dwellings That is 
orecisely why Members reauired the condition and why it remains both reasonable and necessary (A 
copy of the WSP Report is attached to this letter.) 

The oasic fact remains that if there is noise, there is a risk that people will complain. That is what 
Members acknowledged at the Committee Meeting. As the Court has noted, it is human nature to 
complain. The Stables cannot take that risk, nor should it be required to do so. 

A grapnic example of the uncertainties being caused by the development can be seen in The Stables' 
decision to hold its music camps in High Wycombe this year. These camps, as Members and the 
LPA will be aware, nave been held every year at The Stables since 1970, They provide 3 weeks of 
music tuition for 8 - 17 year olds, with 64 campers each week living in tents. Attendees use all of the 
facilities and grounds to participate in handbell ringing, steel pan ensembles, marching bands, TOOK 
bands, brass ensembles and a musical production with full orchestra. 

It's a popular event which has always been audible across the entire proposed development, 
however, due to the fact that the developer had advertised last year that the new homes would be 
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available for occupation in Autumn 2019, and as The Stables did not ihen have the protection of the 
deed of easement in place, The Stables had to cake the decision co hold tne camps elsewhere for tne 
first time in irs hisiory. NOT only will they noi be taking place at The Giables in 20'i9. they are not even 
beinc, held within Milton Keynes. 

in addition to these music camps. The Staples opetates a range of outdoor events in and around its 
grounds. These events take place periodically throughout the year and include weekend 
indoor/ouidoor festivals, weddings, charity and conference events and one off special events. In its 
forthcoming 50th year. The Stables had planned to host a large-scale sound and light event in the 
grounds with multiple stages to showcase emerging anists, with a fireworks finale. 

The relocation of the music camps is just one example of the practical impacis which tne development 
is having on The Stabies. With the deed of easement condition in place, Tne Stables was finally in a 
position to plan ahead for both the camps and its numerous other events. However, if tne Application 
is approved without the same pre-cummencement condition being imposed, all tnese e"ents and the 
future of The Stables will be at risk. 

As a general point, it may also be helpful fot the LPA and Members to note that despite my firm. The 
Stables and the LPA all reaching out to the applicant to progress the deed of easement of noise, the 
apolicant has not engaged on the point at all. Whilst there is no requirement tor the applicant to 
engage, there is a requirement for the deed to be completed before development commences on the 
site. It is surprising, therefore that without having even seen the terms of the deed, the applicant has 
dismissed it and carried cn regardless. If the applicant was genuinely interested in building homes for 
the Borough and developing sustainable communities, it is reasonable to assume that it would have 
entered into discussions to comolete the deed of easement, rathei than seek to bypass it with the 
Application. 

It is also relevant to note that The Stables is a legiste'ed charity. It has limited resources and each of 
the applications made to the LPA by the developer is draining those resources. The Stables rightly 
not only looks to the LPA ana to Members to protect it from the risk of closure but also to send a clear 
message to the applicant that repeated applications whicn aim to avoid the protection required by the 
LPA is not the way to carry out development within Milton Keynes. 

In summary. The Stables seeks tne same level of protection which was imposed on the site in the 
First RM Approval. This attempt by the applicant to 'salami-slice' the development and somehow 
avoid the need for a deed of easement should fail at the first hurdle, as the condition was lawfully 
imposed on the entirety of the development tor sound planning reasons. If the LPA is minced to grant 
permission for the Application, it is resoectfully requested only to do so with the same pre-
commencement condition for a deed of easement as the cne comprised in condition 14 of the First 
RM Approval. 

Yours sincerely 

Tim Tayior 
Partner 
Foot Anstey LLP 
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